COMMUNICATION 7434-8434: QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS

Professor: Dr. Larry Frey
Office: 143C Theatre Communication Building
Office Phone: (901) 678-3171
Office Fax: (901) 678-4331
Email: lfrey@memphis.edu
Home Phone: (901) 274-8923
Office Hours: 5:00-6:00 Wednesday and by appointment

Goals

The goal of this course is to provide an understanding of how communication research is conducted in natural settings using naturalistic/qualitative research methods, "an umbrella term covering an array of interpretive techniques which seek to describe, decode, translate, and otherwise come to terms with the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally occurring phenomena in the social world" (Van Maanen, 1983, p. 9). By the end of the course, the following objectives should be achieved:

1. 1. Understand some of the philosophical assumptions that inform naturalistic research methods in the study of communication processes and practices

2. 2. Know rationales for selecting naturalistic research methods to study communication, the types of questions that can and cannot be answered using these methods, and the strengths and limitations of these methods

3. 3. Understand steps involved in the planning and designing of naturalistic communication research

4. Know and be able to use the naturalistic research techniques of participant observation and in-depth interviewing

5. Learn ways to analyze qualitative data gathered from using naturalistic research methods

6. Conduct a naturalistic study of communication using participant observation and in-depth interviewing

Required Reading

Lindlof, T. R. (1995). Qualitative communication research methods. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. (This is the main textbook for the course, and readings for each chapter are given below in the course syllabus. Additional readings are/will be assigned as needed.)

Adelman, M. B., & Frey, L. R. (1997). The fragile community: Living together with AIDS. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum. (This text is used throughout the semester as an example of naturalistic communication research. Please read it in its entirety as soon as possible.)
Syllabus

January 17-24 Studying Communication in Context: An Introduction to Naturalistic Inquiry in Communication Research (Chapters 1-2)

A. Additional Readings


B. Assignments (January 24)

1. Each student will provide a short overview (5-10 minutes, with an appropriate handout) of one of the following articles that examines a particular paradigm/perspective relevant to naturalistic research.


2. Each student should explain the initial purpose and intended site for the field research project. (Note: You must receive permission from me to study the site of your intended field research project; failure to do so will result in a grade of "F" for the project.)
Jan. 31-Feb. 14  Planning and Designing Naturalistic Communication Research (Chapters 3-4)

A. Additional Readings


B. Assignment (Due January 31)

1. Each student will provide a short overview (5 minutes) of one of the following articles that examines a particular naturalistic method (ethnography, autoethnography, and critical ethnography):


C. Assignment (Due February 14): Visit the site that you have selected for your research project and conduct an initial observation. Be prepared to discuss how this site meets the three "resonance tests" described by Lindlof.

February 21-28  Observing and Learning (Chapter 5)

A. Additional Readings

B. Assignments (Due February 21)

1. Each student will provide a short overview of one of the following articles that uses some form of naturalistic observation. In addition to describing the research, especially its strengths with regard to using observational procedure, point out what might have been learned had some type of interviewing procedures also been used.


2. Visit again the site that you have selected for your research project and conduct another observation. Be prepared to discuss the sixth question Lindlof identified with respect to tactical observing, "What communicative events are significant?"

March 7-21 Eliciting Experience: In-depth Interviewing (Chapter 6)

A. Additional Readings


B. Assignment (Due March 7)

1. Each student will provide a short overview of one of the following articles that uses some form of qualitative interviewing. In addition to describing the research, especially its strengths with regard to the interview procedure(s) used, point out what might have been learned had some type of observational procedures also been used.


C. Assignment (Due March 21): Conduct an interview with a relevant person from the site that you are studying for your field research project and be prepared to talk about how you conducted it (e.g., types of questions asked or format used), how you think it went (e.g., strengths of weaknesses), and at least one thing that you learned from the interview that you think will be important when you get ready to write up the study.

March 28-April 11 Analyzing Qualitative Data (Chapter 7)

A. Additional Readings


B. Assignments (Due March 28):

1. Dr. Kevin Wright will be a guest speaker in the class, talking about the grounded theory approach to qualitative data analysis. Everyone should read the following article and be prepared to ask Dr. Wright questions about this approach.


2. Each student will provide a short overview of one of the following articles that uses some form of analytic induction, constant comparative method, and/or grounded theory approach. Concentrate on explaining the way in which the data were analyzed and what conclusions could be drawn from those data-analytic procedures.


C. Assignments (Due April 11): Each student will provide a short overview of one of the following articles, focusing on the method by which the data were analyzed and what conclusions could be drawn from that method. In addition, each student should think about whether the analytic method might be useful for analyzing the data acquired for the his/her field research project.


April 18 Writing Naturalistic Communication Research (Chapter 8)

A. Additional Readings


B. Assignments Each student should read the first four, short, experimental writing pieces, and be prepared to discuss your reaction to each piece. Think about
whether there is anything in the form that the essay takes that might be useful in writing up your field research project. Each student will then provide a short overview of one of the following articles, focusing on the way in which the articles are written.


April 25 Research Presentations
May 2 Final Examination

**Assignments** (Note: Plus and minus grades will be used)

1. **Exams** (Midterm and Final; 30%, 15% each): The midterm examination is tentatively scheduled for February 28, and the final examination is scheduled for May 2. (Please do not make plans to leave before that date, as an early final exam will not be given.)

2. **Book Review** (5%): A 3-5 page review of a recent ethnography text, that describes, interprets and critiques the text. The book review is due March 21. (Note: Only one text will be reviewed per person. You must receive permission from me for the text you review; failure to do so will result in a grade of "F" for the review.)

3. **Field Research Project** (35%): You are to conduct—as an individual, dyad, or part of a group—a study of people's communicative behavior/processes that occur in a natural setting of your choice using the methods examined in this class (at the very least, both participant observation and in-depth interviewing must be used). Ordinarily, you are expected to spend at least one hour per week conducting research in the field setting.
exclusive of any additional time you spend there for other purposes, although as you will find out, more time than that undoubtedly will be needed. Two copies of a paper (about 10-15 pages in length) are due April 25, and an oral presentation will be given during that class session.

4. Participation (30%): This grade is based on both in-class participation—in the form of verbal contributions to class discussions (i.e., sharing your viewpoints about the material we discuss, which helps make the class discussions more meaningful, and asking questions, which helps you and other class members understand the material more effectively) and percentage of the many (virtually daily) in-class activities completed (e.g., watching video documentaries and participating in exercises) and the quality of any additional assignments that must be completed (e.g., reports of additional readings).